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Executive Summary

There is abundant evidence documenting
the negative consequences of smoking. Over
the last 30 years Brazil has implemented
effective policies to reduce tobacco
consumption, and smoking prevalence has
decreased in the past 14 years. In Brazil,
smoking usually starts in adolescence. On
average, people start smoking daily at 17
years old, with many starting as young as
the age of ten. Moreover, early smoking
initiation predicts long-term nicotine
dependence, affecting smoking behavior for
the duration of a person's life. In practice,
while it is possible to predict how certain
groups may be more likely to start smoking,
it is not possible to predict which
individuals will start smoking and which
ones will not. Since avoiding the habit of
sustained smoking can have substantial
health benefits, there is a compelling need
to address the issue of onset and prevalence
of smoking in young individuals by the
means of population-level policies that
work across groups of people.

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no
study quantifying how changes in cigarette
prices affect smoking onset nor prevalence
in Brazil. This research report contributes
to the understanding of the determinants

of smoking onset and prevalence in Brazil
by estimating daily prevalence price and
smoking onset elasticities.

This study uses data from the National
Health Survey 2013 (Pesquisa Nacional de
Saúde, or PNS) to analyze the
determinants of daily smoking prevalence
and smoking onset. According to this
sample, 10.42 percent of Brazilians smoke
every day. Prevalence is lower for women
than for men, and it is also negatively
associated with wealth. This study finds
that the price elasticity of daily smoking
prevalence is -0.264. This implies that a
10-percent increase in cigarette prices
would induce a reduction of 2.6 percent in
smoking prevalence. The price elasticity of
smoking prevalence does not differ
significantly between genders1, age
groups, nor wealth quartiles. 

While this study finds daily smoking
prevalence is affected by an increase in
prices, there is no evidence this affects
prevalence among both daily and
occasional smokers. This suggests that the
effect of an increase in prices is more
likely to discourage smokers from
smoking every day. The data show that
Brazilians start smoking daily mostly
around the ages of 16 and 17, with men

Key Findings

Price increases delay the age of
daily smoking initiation. An increase
of 10 percent in cigarette prices
delays smoking initiation by almost
two and a half years. Delaying the
age at which individuals start
smoking makes initiation itself less
likely, as fewer people take up
smoking as they get older.

1This research study is based on the PNS 2013 data, which uses gender and sex terms interchangeably. For this reason, 
this research study follows the same convention. But at the same time, the researchers recognize the important difference
between gender and sex terms, as defined in more recent surveys in Brazil. For example, the PNS 2019 clearly defines sex 
as a biological term (for example, male).

Increasing cigarette excise
taxes that result in increases
in cigarette prices reduces the
initiation of daily smoking in
Brazil.

Daily smoking prevalence decreases
with wealth and is higher for men
than women.

Increasing cigarette prices
would reduce daily smoking
prevalence across the
population of Brazil. 
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starting, on average, earlier than women.
However, the youngest smokers start
between the ages of 8 and 10. This study’s
estimation of the price elasticity of
smoking onset is around 3.5. In other
words, an increase of 10 percent in prices
delays the age of smoking initiation by 35
percent—at mean smoking starting age,
which implies that smoking would be
delayed by almost two and a half years.
This result is robust across different
specifications.

This research report finds that real
cigarette prices, gender, age, and wealth
are important determinants of daily
smoking prevalence in Brazil. Individuals
who belong to the highest quartile of
wealth have a lower smoking prevalence
than those located in lower-wealth
quartiles. On average, daily smoking
prevalence is lower for women than men
and higher for younger individuals. 
Poor men (in terms of wealth) are less
responsive, in terms of prevalence, to a
change in prices. Also, increments in
prices delay the starting age of smoking,
suggesting that a policy of increasing
excise could be very effective to reduce
smoking initiation. 

The evidence presented in this research
report suggests that an increase in
cigarette excise taxes that results in higher
retail prices would reduce daily smoking
prevalence and induce a delay in smoking
initiation.

1. Introduction

Nicotine addiction is the fundamental
reason that individuals persist in using
tobacco products, and this persistent
tobacco use contributes to many diseases
(USDHHS, 2010). Global evidence shows
that nicotine dependence symptoms can
manifest soon after onset in some
adolescents, often well before they start

smoking daily or even regularly (DiFranza
et al., 2000; DiFranza et al., 2007; Gervais
et al., 2006; O'Loughlin et al., 2003;
O'Loughlin et al., 2009) and that early
onset predicts long-term adult smoking
(Chassin et al., 1990). Since it is not
possible to identify those individuals who,
after first use of tobacco, will adopt the
habit of sustained smoking, the need to
prevent that first use is compelling (Klein,
2006; Gervais et al., 2006).

Moreover, public policies that increase
excise taxes, leading to a rise in cigarette
prices are effective for long-term smokers,
but evidence suggests that they are even
more effective for short-term smokers
(Gonzalez-Rozada & Montamat, 2019).
Naturally, younger people tend to be
short-term smokers. This evidence
highlights the importance of addressing he
tobacco epidemic through control policies
targeted at early ages, since delaying the
age at which individuals start smoking by
even a few years can have substantial
health benefits.

Over the last decade, smoking bans,
taxation, and public health tobacco control
campaigns induced a decline in smoking
prevalence in several Latin American
countries. In Brazil, there has been
progress in reducing smoking prevalence
through the years. The proportion of
smoking adults2 has decreased from more
than 16 percent in 2006 to currently about
10 percent of the population (Divino et al.,
2019). This evidence suggests that tax
increases that lead to higher prices and
other tobacco control measures have been
very effective in reducing prevalence.
Nevertheless, there is no quantitative
measure of the magnitude of the impact of
increasing cigarette prices on smoking
prevalence and smoking initiation. This
research fills that gap.

This research report analyzes the
determinants of daily smoking initiation—

2This is measured using data from VIGITEL (Risk Factor Surveillance and Protection for Chronic Diseases by Telephone
Survey), that measures prevalence of smoking as “five or more days a week” (Bernal et al, 2017).
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in particular, the impact of increasing the
price of cigarettes via increased cigarette
excise taxes—on smoking prevalence and
the onset of cigarette use. In Brazil,
cigarettes are subject to excise taxes with
ad valorem and specific components. To
examine the effectiveness of increasing
cigarette prices through taxes on those
who are most likely to become addicted,
this study focuses on the determinants of
smoking initiation and smoking onset
among daily smokers. There is substantial
evidence that, among those individuals
who have ever tried smoking, about one-
third become daily smokers (USDHHS,
1994). And among those smokers who try
to quit, less than five percent are
successful at any time (CDC, 2002, 2004).
Consequently, any efforts to reduce
tobacco initiation must consider the
addictive potential of cigarettes.

This research report is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the data used
in estimations. Section 3 discusses the
methodology and presents the split
population model. Results are presented
in Section 4. Finally, Sections 5 and 6
discuss these results and present the
conclusions. Appendices provide further
details on the estimation procedures and
other analyses.

2. Data

2.1.  Survey data

To estimate price elasticities for smoking
prevalence and onset, this study uses data
from the 2013 edition of the National
Health Survey (Pesquisa Nacional de
Saúde, or PNS) carried out by the
Brazilian Institute of Statistics and
Geography (IBGE).3 This survey has the
objective of producing data on the health
situation and lifestyle of the Brazilian
population. Module P of the survey

includes questions related to current and
past smoking behavior. In particular, it
asks about whether the individual smokes
or not, frequency of smoking, quantity of
cigarettes (and other tobacco products)
smoked per week, starting age, price and
quantities bought in the last purchase, and
quitting age. Key questions included in the
Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) are
included as questions on the PNS 2013.

The PNS has 205,546 individual records
but Module P, featuring only lifestyle
questions, was designed only to be
answered by those individuals over the
age of 18, yielding a total of 60,202
observations that answered the questions
related to smoking (there are 162,183
individuals of all ages that did not answer
any question of this module). The
reference month of the survey is July
2013. Table 1 describes the data. 

The definition of a daily smoker adopted in
this study includes individuals who self-
report as smokers and who report they
smoke at least one cigarette every day.
According to this definition, daily smoking
prevalence is 10.42 percent in Brazil. While
it is true that prevalence is higher for men
than for women (13.13 percent versus 8.34
percent, respectively), the difference is less
marked than in other middle-income
countries such as Vietnam, South Africa,
and Mexico (see Guindon, 2014; Vellios &
van Walbeek, 2016; Gonzalez-Rozada &
Franco Churruarin, 2020).

A broader definition of a smoker includes
anyone who reported they smoked at the
time of the survey, regardless of the
frequency. Using this measure, in Brazil
the proportion of the population that
smokes is more than 15 percent—almost
20 percent for men and just below 12
percent for women.

The average age at which people start
smoking daily is 17 years old. For men, the

3There is a 2019 edition of this survey, but the module with smoking data (Module P) was not yet released at the time of
this study. 
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics of  the PNS survey 

Variables                                                            Total Men Women
Sample size                                                                  60,202 25,920 34,282

Daily smoker 10.42% 13.13% 8.34%
(0.0021) (0.0036) (0.0024)  

Daily and less than daily smoker 15.13% 19.59% 11.73%
(0.0024) (0.0042) (0.003)  

Age of  daily smoking initiation 17.03 16.68 17.46
(0.08) (0.1) (0.12)

Price per pack (20 cigarettes) (R$) 4.38 4.41 4.35
(0.04) (0.05) (0.06)

Highest level of  education attained

No formal education 40.93% 42.01% 40.12%
(0.0049) (0.0066) (0.0053)

Primary 14.91% 15.64% 14.36%
(0.0026) (0.0037) (0.0033) 

Secondary 31.09% 30.52% 31.53%
(0.0037) (0.0053) (0.0044)

Tertiary and university 13.06% 11.83% 14.00%
(0.0038) (0.0046) (0.0043) 

Employment status

Employed 60.68% 74.52% 50.12%
(0.0037) (0.0049) (0.0046)   

Unemployed 3.08% 2.64% 3.42%
(0.0012) (0.0016) (0.0016)  

Out of  labor force 36.25% 22.84% 46.46%
(0.0037) (0.0047) (0.0047) 

Marital status

Married 42.18% 45.84% 39.38%
(0.004) (0.0058) (0.0047)    

Separated 2.93% 2.69% 3.11%
(0.0013) (0.0018) (0.0017) 

Divorced 5.43% 4.66% 6.02%
(0.0015) (0.0021) (0.0021)

Widowed 9.08% 3.91% 13.02%
(0.002) (0.0019) (0.0031) 

Single 40.38% 42.90% 38.46%
(0.004) (0.0058) (0.0047) 
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average age of initiation is 16 years and 8
months, and for women it is 17 years and 5
months. At the time of the survey in 2013
smokers paid, on average, around R$ 4.38
in their last purchase, which is around US$
1.94 at the average exchange rate of the
reference month. There is little variability
in the price paid by gender: US$ 1.96 for
men and US$ 1.93 for women.

Regarding education, 40.93 percent of the
surveyed population have not completed
any level of formal education (14.35
percent of the survey participants have no
level of instruction whatsoever, whereas

26.58 percent started but did not finish
primary school). Meanwhile, 14.91 percent
completed primary school (fundamental
school or ensino fundamental, which
spans 9 years), 31.09 percent finished
secondary school (12 years of education
total), and the remaining 13.06 percent of
the population achieved higher studies.
Disaggregation by gender shows that men
tend to have lower levels of education than
women, as more woman have completed
secondary and tertiary studies.

Considering employment status, 60.68
percent of the surveyed individuals are

Table 1
Descriptive statistics of  the PNS survey (cont.) 

Variables                                                             Total Men Women
Sample size                                                                   60,202 25,920 34,282

Ethnicity                                                                         

White (Branca) 47.93% 47.41% 48.33%
(0.006) (0.0071) (0.0066)

Black (Preta) 9.25% 9.19% 9.29%
(0.0025) (0.0031) (0.0031) 

Yellow (Amarela) 0.92% 0.84% 0.99%
(0.0007) (0.0009) (0.0009) 

Brown (Parda) 41.47% 42.18% 40.93%
(0.0053) (0.0064) (0.006)

Indigenous (Indígena)                                           0.42% 0.38% 0.46%
                                                                          (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0005) 

Wealth index (x100)                                                       

1st quartile (poorest)                                              26.55 25.84 27.18
                                                                              (0.17) (0.21) (0.17) 

2nd quartile                                                            44.93 44.95 44.91
                                                                              (0.07) (0.11) (0.09)

3rd quartile                                                             64.34 64.42 64.29
                                                                              (0.08) (0.12) (0.11) 

4th quartile (richest)                                               83.58 83.64 83.54
                                                                              (0.12) (0.17) (0.13) 

Age at survey                                                       44.44 43.75 44.98
                                                                              (0.13) (0.18) (0.17)   

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
Source: Authors’ calculations based on PNS 2013
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employed, 3.08 percent are unemployed,
and 36.25 percent are outside of the labor
force. As is common in many low- and
middle-income countries, the proportion
of employed individuals is higher for men
than for women, whereas the proportion
of individuals outside of the labor force is
higher for women than for men.

The survey also includes information
about marital status and ethnicity.
Regarding marital status: 42.18 percent of
respondents are married, and 40.38
percent are single. The rest are divided as
follows: 9.08 percent are widowed, 5.43
percent are divorced, and 2.93 percent are
separated. The main difference between
genders is that there are more widowed
women than men.

Regarding ethnicity/race, almost half of
respondents identify as “white.” The
category with the second-most answers is
“brown,” selected by 41.47 percent of the
survey population. The next survey category
with the highest proportion is “black,” with
9.25 percent of the population. Lastly, 0.92
percent answered as “yellow” and 0.42
percent as “indigenous.”

Due to the high amount of missing data in
reported monthly income, the authors
constructed a wealth index using principal
components analysis (PCA). Weights for
this index are defined with the first
principal component. The variables
included in the PCA are binary and reflect
socioeconomic characteristics of the
person surveyed, such as education
beyond secondary school and household
possessions. The index ranges from 0 to 1
and is higher for individuals with more
characteristics. In these data, the
proportion of women is slightly higher in
the first three wealth categories, and the
proportion of men in the lowest wealth
category is 3.5 percentage points higher
than for women.

The average age at survey time in the
sample is 44 years old. Men in the sample
have a lower average age than women. The

minimum age is 18, and the maximum
observed age is 101 (although the 99th
percentile of the distribution of age is 85).
The 25th percentile of the age distribution
is 30. This is relevant for the estimation
methodology of onset price elasticity,
which uses the expanded cross-sectional
data from PNS to create a pseudo-panel.
Since it requires the use of a time-varying
measure of cigarette prices, the
availability of this price series is the
binding constraint on the age of the
individuals that can be kept in this
pseudo-panel. The procedure is further
explained in Section 3.

Table 2 shows prevalence of daily smoking
by age. In the group of people aged 18–24
years old in 2013, 7.43 percent smoke.
Prevalence increases in the age group of
25–44 to 9.59 percent, and in the age
group of 45–64 it increases to 14.86
percent. Smoking prevalence decreases
sharply in the group of people aged 65 and
older to 5.54 percent. Disaggregation by
gender shows that men have a higher daily
smoking prevalence than women in the
same age group. The largest difference
between groups is in the group of ages 18–
24, in which prevalence is more than twice
as large for men than for women, and the
difference between genders is less marked
in the group of ages 45–64. 

Table 3 shows daily prevalence of smoking
by wealth. Individuals in the bottom half
of the wealth index distribution have the
highest smoking prevalence—on average,
11.7 percent. Smoking decreases as wealth
increases: in the first three quartiles,
prevalence is between 10 and 12 percent,
whereas in the fourth quartile prevalence
is 8 percent. Disaggregation by gender
shows that smoking prevalence is
relatively more stable across wealth
quartiles for women than for men. The
high daily smoking prevalence in the
bottom half of the wealth distribution is
largely driven by men’s daily smoking
prevalence of about 15.5 percent.
Differences among men and women in
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every quartile are all significant at the
usual levels considering that variances are
unequal between them. Between wealth
groups, prevalence does not vary
significantly between the first two
quartiles in every case (aggregate, men,
and women). However, there is evidence
that prevalence decreases in the third and

fourth quartiles for men but only in the
fourth quartile for women. 

Delaying the age at which individuals start
daily smoking is associated with
substantial health benefits (Institute of
Medicine, 2015). Therefore, this report
studies the impact of increasing cigarette

Table 2
Daily smoking prevalence by age groups

Age group                                                            Aggregate Men Women

18 to 24 years old                                                7.43% 10.71% 4.64%
                                                                           (0.0051) (0.0094) (0.005)

25 to 44 years old                                                 9.59% 12.52% 7.33%
                                                                             (0.003) (0.005) (0.0034)

45 to 64 years old                                               14.86% 17.05% 13.16%
                                                                           (0.0045) (0.0071) (0.0055) 

65 years and older                                               5.54% 7.91% 4.01%
                                                                           (0.0039) (0.008) (0.0041)  

Total                                                                     10.42% 13.13% 8.34%
                                                                           (0.0021) (0.0036) (0.0024) 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
Source: Authors’ calculations based on PNS 2013

Table 3
Daily smoking prevalence by wealth quartiles

Wealth quartile                                                   Prevalence Men Women

1st quartile (poorest)                                         11.61% 15.27% 8.41%
                                                                           (0.0044) (0.0067) (0.0053)  

2nd quartile                                                        11.83% 15.78% 9.09%
                                                                           (0.0048) (0.0082) (0.0049) 

3rd quartile                                                         10.17% 12.00% 8.81%
                                                                           (0.0042) (0.0072) (0.005)

4th quartile (richest)                                            8.03% 9.36% 7.04%
                                                                           (0.0038) (0.0068) (0.0046) 

Total                                                                     10.42% 13.13% 8.34%
                                                                           (0.0021) (0.0036) (0.0024)

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
Source: Authors’ calculations based on PNS 2013 
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prices on the onset of daily smoking. An
“increase in the onset of smoking” means
that the age at which individuals start
smoking daily is delayed. For a first look at
this issue, Figure 1 shows the risk of
initiating the habit of daily smoking. As
shown in the figure, people have a positive
risk of initiating smoking daily from
around age 12 or 13. Accordingly, in the
modelling below, an individual is
considered to be at risk of starting to smoke
daily at the age of 10. Young men around
the age of 17 have the highest risk of
starting to smoke daily, while for women
the highest risk is around 16 years old. 

Figure 2 shows the cumulative hazard
function of initiating daily smoking by
gender. The cumulative hazard function
describes the total amount of risk of
initiating smoking (from this point on
“initiating smoking” means initiating daily
smoking) that has been accumulated up to

each age in the x-axis. The cumulative
hazard of starting smoking begins to
increase around 13 years old, while in the
case of women it seems to start later,
around the age of 14. 

Around 21 years of age, the figure shows
that the cumulative hazard of starting
smoking among men is more than twice as
high as that of women, and this
relationship holds at older ages. Moreover,
the slope of both curves is different,
suggesting that between 13 and 20 years
old the risk of initiating smoking for men
increases at a faster rate (steeper slope)
than for women. For women, the
acceleration in the risk of starting to smoke
is slower than for men, but after the age of
21 the slope of both cumulative hazard
curves stabilizes. From the age of 25 men’s
risk of taking up smoking is consistently
more than two times higher than the risk
for women.

Figure 1
Smoothed hazard function

Note: Authors’ elaboration based on PNS 2013
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2.2.  The price variable 

The PNS survey contains self-reported
cigarette prices. A common concern when
estimating smoking prevalence is the
potential endogeneity of this variable. To
address this potential problem two
different price variables are constructed.
The first price variable assigns to smokers
the self-reported price paid for the last
purchase and uses a random regression
imputation (sometimes called stochastic
regression imputation) to assign a price for
those non-smokers in the sample. The
second price variable assigns to smokers
and non-smokers the average of the self-
reported price by primary sampling unit
(PSU).

Following the recommendations in the
Economics of Tobacco Toolkit: Economic
analysis of demand using data from the
Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS)

John et al. (2019) note that this report
checks for endogeneity of the self-reported
price using the Rivers-Vuong (1988) test
statistic. The Rivers-Vuong procedure is
similar to the Hausman (1978) test for
endogeneity in the linear model but
applied to the probit prevalence
estimation. It consists of two steps. The
first step consists of estimating by least
squares the reduced form of the potential
endogenous self-reported price variable on
the instrument and all exogenous variables
of the model and generating the residuals
of this estimation. The second step consists
of estimating the prevalence equation
using a probit model with the residuals of
the first stage as an explanatory variable.
In this second step, the Rivers-Vuong test
for endogeneity consists of testing if the
coefficient accompanying the residuals is
equal to zero. Rejection of this hypothesis
would suggest that the self-reported price
is endogenous.

Figure 2
Nelson-Aalen cumulative hazard estimates

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on PNS 2013
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Before applying the test, since the survey
does not contain cigarette prices for non-
smokers, the authors have to impute a
price for them as if they had been smokers.
This is done by using a stochastic random
regression imputation. This price variable
is constructed as follows. First, the authors
estimate the regression equation for the
smokers in the sample using as a
dependent variable the self-reported price
paid for the last purchase and as
explanatory variables: gender (women=1),
age, labor and education categories, wealth
quartiles, binary variables for students and
marital status, and survey strata fixed
effects. Then, the authors input prices for
non-smokers using the predicted price
from this regression plus a random draw
from a normal distribution with mean and
standard deviation equal to the mean and
standard deviation of the residuals (Table
A1 in the Appendix shows the complete
procedure). The average of this “random
imputation price” per pack of 20 cigarettes
in the sample is US$ 1.88 (R$ 4.24). 

The second variable (instrumental variable
used in the Rivers-Vuong test procedure) is

constructed by assigning to both smokers
and non-smokers the average price by
primary sampling unit (PSU). This
instrumental price variable is constructed
by regressing the self-reported price per
pack on binary variables for PSUs. The
predicted price from this regression assigns
the average price by PSU to each individual
in the sample, whether they are smokers or
nonsmokers. The average of this “average
price per PSU” is US$ 1.75 (R$ 3.94).

Table 4 summarizes the distribution of
these measures of prices by showing the
average price by deciles of each variable.
The first two columns refer to the random
imputation price, whereas the last two
columns refer to the average price by PSU.
In both cases, the first column shows the
price variable expressed in logs, and the
second column shows the actual price (in
this case, in Brazilian reais (BRL) of 2013).
From the comparison of both price
variables, it seems that the stochastic
random regression imputation price
estimates smaller prices at the lower
deciles but larger prices at the higher
deciles of prices. This evidence suggests

Table 4
Average price by deciles

Deciles               Average random imputation price Average price by PSU

                                Logged price          Actual price Logged price            Actual price

1                             0.5                          1.69 0.59                         1.84

2                             0.88                        2.42 1.06                         2.88

3                             1.09                        2.99 1.34                         3.84

4                             1.26                        3.54 1.38                         3.99

5                             1.41                        4.1 1.39                         4

6                             1.57                        4.8 1.4                           4.01

7                             1.67                        5.31 1.55                         4.76

8                             1.8                          6.08 1.61                         5.01

9                             2                             7.39 1.72                         5.6

10                           2.38                        11.13 1.97                         7.37

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on PNS 2013. All prices are in logs and measured in BRL. 
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the average price by PSU has a lower
variability than the random regression
imputation price. 

Figure 3 plots the kernel density estimates
of the two price variables (measured in
logs of Brazilian Reais). It is clear from the
figure what Table 4 suggests: the
variability of the random regression
imputation price is larger than the average
price by PSU.

Table 5 shows the results of the Rivers-
Vuong second-step probit estimation. The
first column of the table shows the
exogenous explanatory variables, the
natural logarithm of the stochastic random
regression imputation price, log(p), and
the residuals from the first-stage
estimation. The coefficient accompanying
the residuals is statistically different from
zero at the usual significance levels. This
result indicates that the random

imputation price is an endogenous
variable, suggesting that the smoking
prevalence should be estimated using an
instrumental variable (IV) probit model.
Results of the first step of the Rivers-
Vuong test procedure can be found in the
Appendix, in Table A2. These results also
hold when considering daily and less than
daily smokers. 

For the estimation of the impact of
cigarette prices on smoking onset, the data
need to be transformed into a pseudo-
panel in order to assign to each smoker the
cigarette price at their smoking initiation
date. For this exercise the authors use a
monthly index for the real price of
cigarettes constructed with Consumer
Price Index (CPI) data and the cigarette
disaggregation from IBGE, which is
available from June 1989. Figure 3 shows
the evolution of this index. 

Figure 3
Kernel density estimates of  prices

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on PNS 2013
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Table 5
Rivers-Vuong endogeneity test

Dependent variable:                    Estimated Linearized 

Daily smokers                               coefficient standard error t-statistic p-value

Price of  cigarettes (in logs)          0.0493 0.0291 1.69 0.09

Gender (women=1)                        -0.2676 0.024 -11.13 0

Wealth index                                  -1.0906 0.069 -15.8 0

Residuals                                       -0.1165 0.0247 -4.71 0

Age categories                                    

25-44 years old                                 0.187 0.0422 4.43 0

45-64 years old                                0.4523 0.043 10.51 0

65 and older                                    -0.1813 0.0554 -3.27 0.001

Labor categories                                 

Unemployed                                     0.0324 0.0618 0.53 0.599

Out of  labor force                            -0.0793 0.0299 -2.65 0.008

Constant                                         -1.2087 0.1056 -11.44 0

Province fixed effects                      Yes 

Source: Authors’ estimations based on PNS 2013 

Figure 4
Evolution of  the real price of  cigarettes

Source: Authors’ estimation based on IBGE
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3.  Methodology 

This study uses survival analysis
estimation focusing not only on the
probability of smoking but also on the
onset of cigarette use. For smoking
prevalence the authors estimate a probit
model, and for smoking onset a split-
population model is used (Schmidt &
Witte, 1989).

Since the survey used in this study has a
single record per individual for the age
they started smoking, a pseudo panel is
constructed. Based on the reported age of
initiation, a duration spell is created for
each individual. Duration refers to the
time that elapses between the risk age of
smoking onset and the age of starting.
Therefore, a spell begins at the risk age
(assumed to be 10 years old) and either
ends at the year the individual reported to
have started smoking or at the survey date
if they never started.

The main idea behind the use of a split-
population model is to account for the fact
that not all individuals who have an
incomplete spell will eventually start
smoking, as opposed to the traditional
assumption of standard duration models
that they all will. The duration process
applies then only to those individuals who
are predicted to eventually “fail.” The
likelihood of each observation is weighted
with the probability that the individual will
ever start smoking. Formally expressed,
the log-likelihood function to be
maximized is: 

where ci is a dummy variable equal to 1 if
individual i ever smoked and 0 otherwise,
si is another dummy equal to 1 if the
individual will eventually start smoking
and 0 if they never do. Φ is the standard
normal cumulative function, and zi is a
vector of time-invariant covariates. f refers

to the chosen conditional density function
to model duration, S is the respective
survival function, and wi is a survey
weight. xi(t) are time-varying covariates,
including the price of cigarettes.

The contribution to the log likelihood (1)
for individual i observed smoker in the
sample (ci = 1, uncensored observations) 
is simply the natural logarithm of the
probability of daily smoking, Φ(𝛼′𝑧𝑖),
multiplied by the probability density
function of starting smoking at the
observed starting age 𝑓(𝑡/𝑠𝑖 = 1, 𝑥𝑖(𝑡)). 
For those i observed not starting smoking 
(ci = 0, censored observations) the
contribution is the natural logarithm 
of the probability of no daily smoking, 
1 − 𝛷(𝛼′𝑧𝑖), plus the probability of starting
after the age observed in the survey,
𝛷(𝛼′𝑧𝑖)𝑆(𝑡/𝑠=1, 𝑥𝑖(𝑡)) ( Forster & Jones,
2001).

Notice that in the traditional split-
population model the probability to start
smoking is constant for all individuals,
𝛷(𝛼′𝑧𝑖) = 𝑘, while here with a more general
setup not all individuals have the same
probability of starting to smoke. Smoking
prevalence depends on the socioeconomic
characteristics of the individuals. That is, 

𝑃𝑟(𝑦𝑖 = 1 | 𝑧𝑖) = 𝛷(𝛼′𝑧𝑖)                             (2) 

where yi=1 indicates that individual i
smokes and zi is a vector of explanatory
variables including the log of the imputed
self-reported cigarette price; the wealth
index; a dummy for women, rural
residence, and being a student; and labor
and age categories.

Using (2) as part of the log likelihood (1)
means that, instead of estimating a single
coefficient k for smoking prevalence, as in
the traditional split-population model, it is
necessary to estimate the coefficients of a
nonlinear function. This makes the log
likelihood (1) to be maximized highly
nonlinear and difficult to fit because the
convergence to a maximum is more likely
to fail (Jenkins, 2001). To avoid this
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problem, the strategy adopted here is first
using a probit model to estimate equation
(2), and then introducing this
estimation into equation (1) to estimate
the duration coefficients. This procedure
has the advantage of allowing the authors
to compute the prevalence elasticity
directly from equation (2), using

where ln (cpi) is the log of the imputed
self-reported cigarette price. Equation (3)
is a function that gives a different elasticity
for each i. Therefore, when reporting the
estimated elasticity, the average
prevalence price elasticity is presented
over the relevant group of people.

This study follows Forster and Jones
(2001), who also use a split-population
model to study the effect of tobacco taxes
on smoking initiation, choosing the
distribution of duration time to be log-
logistic. This means that the density
function in (1) is:

where . The authors
refer to as the “shape parameter” because
it governs the shape of the density and the
hazard. The hazard function of the log-
logistic model is:

The log-logistic model belongs to the
continuous time accelerated failure time
(AFT) class of models. Since this study
uses monthly data, and the event of
interest happens years after starting to be
at risk, the assumption of continuous time
is a reasonable one. The AFT class of
models leads to an intuitive interpretation
of coefficients because they are interpreted
as the proportional change in survival time
for a unit change in the regressor (Jenkins,
2005). In the case of regressors measured
in logarithms, the coefficient

accompanying it is an elasticity. The
authors seek to estimate the price elasticity
of daily smoking onset Ƞp, which is:

so this study’s results can be interpreted as
indicating that a one-percent increase in
prices (in real terms) leads to a β1%
increase in daily smoking onset. As
mentioned previously, an increment in
smoking onset suggests a delay in the age
at which individuals start smoking. The
delay is calculated in “months after the risk
age of 10,” which is the (dependent) time
variable in the model. Thus, the delay in
months at a given age a and risk age r
(both in years) after a given price change
of Δp is:

D(β1, Δp, a , r = β1 • Δp • 12(a – r) (7)

where Δp = (p1 - p0) / p0. After calculating
this, it is easy to recover the delay in years.
It is important to acknowledge that the
delay cannot be compared to the results of
studies in which the individuals are
assumed to be at risk at other starting ages
(Guindon, 2014). 

In order to estimate the split-population
model with time-varying covariates, the
authors expand the survey data from the
risk age of smoking onset up to the date of
the survey. For those individuals that
started smoking daily, the cigarette price is
linked to the calendar month-year in
which they started to smoke daily. That is,
if the person is 25 years old at the date of
the survey and began smoking daily at 15
years old, the authors assign the cigarette
price the person faced when he/she was 15
years old.

Assignment of months is randomized due
to the fact that people report the age in
years at which they began smoking daily.
Since the survey asks only about the age at
which individuals started daily smoking,
the authors input the price of a month of
that year at random. This cannot be done
for those individuals who had not started

ln (T) ==
ln (p)p 1 (6)



smoking at the time of the survey. The
solution to this problem adopted here is to
attribute these individuals the cigarette
price at the time of the survey. This
procedure is constrained by the availability
of cigarette price data. Prices are available
from June 1989. For those observations
whose age of starting smoking corresponds
to a calendar month year before June 1989
the authors do not have any price to
assign. If they were to be included, these
observations would not be seen since the
beginning of the time at risk.

The other explanatory variables in the
duration part of the model are time
invariant. The authors assign the value of
the covariate at the date of the survey for
each individual i in the new database.
Thus, covariates vary between individuals
but are fixed in time. This study shows
estimates of more than one specification of
the model. The first specification to be
estimated uses baseline covariates, the
second specifications include additional
covariates, and the third specification
includes state (in Brazil, federative units)
fixed effects. An assumption the authors
implicitly make is that there are no
movements between states over time. 

As mentioned before, the starting risk age
assumed here is 10 years old, and since the
series of real cigarette prices started in
June 1989, the data set keeps all
individuals who, at the time of the survey,
were between 18 and 34 years old. There
are 1,483 individuals in the survey in
between those ages, which accounts for
36.12% of the sample size. The
consequence of this is that the results
apply mostly to young individuals, but this
is not a limitation given that one of the
main problems of smoking onset is that it
occurs at young ages. The data set is
expanded replicating each observation to
create a pseudo-panel of monthly
frequency with only time-invariant
covariates and combine it with time-
varying covariates such as the price of
cigarettes.

4. Results

4.1. Daily smoking prevalence

In this section the research report presents
the results of the daily prevalence price
elasticity estimation using the full cross-
section PNS sample. Table 6 shows four
alternative estimations. The first two
columns of the table show estimations for
daily smokers, whereas the last two
columns use daily and less than daily
smokers. Column (1) presents a probit
estimation using the average price by PSU,
while column (2) shows the estimation of
an IV probit model, allowing for potential
endogeneity of the random imputation
self-reported price described in section
2.2. This column uses the average price by
PSU as the instrument. Columns (3) and
(4) show the estimation using the same
models as in column (1) and (2),
respectively, but for daily and less than
daily smokers. Since the empirical
evidence presented in Section 2.2 suggests
that the random regression imputation
price is an endogenous variable, the
authors’ preferred specification is shown in
column (2) of the table.  

In all cases, the authors control for the
following covariates: gender (women=1),
wealth index, age categories (18–24 as the
base group, 25–44, 45–64, and 65 and
older), and employment status (employed
as the base group, unemployed, and out of
the labor force).  

As shown in the table, the prevalence price
elasticity is negative and statistically
significant in both specifications for daily
smokers, suggesting an increment in
cigarette prices would reduce daily
smoking prevalence. In the authors’
preferred specification, the estimated daily
prevalence price elasticity is -0.264,
implying that a 10-percent increase in
cigarette prices would be associated with a
reduction of 2.6 percent in daily smoking
prevalence. 
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Table 6
Prevalence price elasticity estimation

                                                    Daily smoking Daily and less than daily smoking

                                             Average price      Instrumental Average price       Instrumental

                                             by PSU                 variables probit by PSU                 variables probit

Price of  cigarettes         -0.0516              -0.1374 0.0054                0.0985
(in logs)                           (0.029)*              (0.065)** (0.024)               (0.058)*
                                        [-0.0089]            [-0.0232] [0.0012]              [-0.0202]

Gender (women=1)        -0.2397              -0.2549 -0.3142               -0.3347
                                        (0.024)***           (0.015)*** (0.022)***           (0.014)***
                                        [-0.0415]            [ -0.0410] [-0.0686]             [ -0.0704]

Wealth index                   -0.328                -0.2746 -0.9495               -1.0361
                                        (0.053)***           (0.043)*** (0.049)***           (0.037)***
                                        [-0.0568]            [-0.0438] [-0.2073]             [-0.2064]

Age categories                                                                    

25-44 years old                0.1611                0.2039 0.2227                0.2456
                                        (0.041)***           (0.026)*** (0.037)***           (0.023)***
                                        [0.0237]              [0.0276] [0.0417]              [0.0421]

45-64 years old                0.4444                0.437 0.5079                0.5129
                                        (0.042)***           (0.028)*** (0.038)***           (0.025)***
                                        [0.0792]              [0.0697] [0.1112]              [0.1006]

65 and over                      -0.0957              -0.0084 -0.0127               0.1073
                                        (0.053)*              (0.036) (0.046)               (0.031)***
                                        [-0.0117]            [ -.0011] [-.0021]               [0.0127]

Labor categories                                                                

Unemployed                     0.07                    0.0663 0.1172                0.0737
                                        (0.061)               (0.041) (0.06)*                (0.037)**
                                        [0.0131]              [0.0114] [0.0273]              [0.0125]

Out of  labor force             -0.0814              -0.0955 -0.0333               -0.0578
                                        (0.029)***           (0.018)*** (0.026)               (0.016)***
                                        [-0.0138]            [-0.0151] [-0.0072]             [-0.0142]

Intercept                          -1.0868              -1.0632 -0.6551               -0.7975
                                        (0.061)***           (0.092)*** (0.051)***           (0.08)***

Prevalence price            -0.0921              -0.2642 0.0087                -0.1566
                                        {.051}*                {0.1182}** {0.038}               {0.0952}

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Statistical significance * 10%, ** 5%, and *** 1%. Marginal effects in brackets.
Delta method standard errors in braces. 
Source: Authors’ estimations based on PNS 2013

However, when considering not only daily
but also occasional smokers in this study’s
measure of smoking prevalence,
prevalence price elasticity is not
statistically significant—meaning that
there is no evidence of an effect of a

relationship between prices and smoking
prevalence. This suggests that an increase
in prices might induce frequent smokers to
smoke less and become occasional
smokers rather than to quit smoking
altogether. This evidence suggests that,
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irrespective of the construction of the price
variable and the definition of prevalence,
an increase in prices is associated with a
decline in smoking probability. However,
the magnitude of the effect is different
depending on the prevalence measure
adopted. For the daily prevalence of
smoking the price variable coefficients are
statistically significant, while for the daily
and less than daily prevalence they are not.

To give a measure of this impact on
smoking prevalence, the last row in the
table shows the implied average
prevalence price elasticity. This elasticity is
negative and significant but depends on
the price variable used. When using the
average price by PSU the prevalence
elasticity is -0.0921, while when
considering the instrumental variable, it is
-0.2642, suggesting that an increment of
10 percent in cigarette prices is expected to
reduce daily smoking prevalence between
1.0 and 2.6 percent. If one considers the
effect on the level of prevalence, if the price
were to increase 10 percent, smoking

prevalence would decrease from 10
percent to 9.74 percent. Considering that
prevalence in Brazil is 10.42 percent, it
would be expected to decrease to 10.14
percent.  The average price prevalence
elasticity for daily and less than daily
smokers is not statistically significant.

The coefficient of gender is negative and
statistically significant indicating that, on
average, smoking prevalence is lower for
women than for men. Table 6 also suggests
that prevalence is negatively associated
with wealth. This means that smoking
prevalence diminishes with wealth. Age is
also an important determinant of smoking
prevalence. Results in the table suggest
that prevalence is higher for those
individuals 45–64 years of age.  

Table 7 shows the prevalence price
elasticity by categories for the IV probit
estimation for daily smokers. Estimates of
prevalence price elasticity are higher, in
absolute value, for women than for men.
Elasticity increases in absolute value with

Table 7
Daily prevalence price elasticity by categories 
                                                         

                                                         Prevalence Delta method 

Categories                                       price elasticity standard error p-value

Gender

Men                                                   -0.2444                        0.1094                         0.0255

Women                                              -0.2791                        0.1249                         0.0254

Age

18-24 years old                                 -0.2911                        0.1303                         0.0255
25-44 years old                                 -0.2657                        0.1189                         0.0254
45-64 years old                                 -0.2369                        0.1060                         0.0255
over 65 years old                               -0.2952                        0.1321                         0.0255

Wealth quartiles                                                                                                      

Q1 (poorest)                                      -0.2545                        0.1140                         0.0255
Q2                                                     -0.2630                        0.1177                         0.0254
Q3                                                     -0.2687                        0.1201                         0.0253
Q4 (richest)                                       -0.2736                        0.1225                         0.0255
                                                                                              

Source: Authors’ estimations based on PNS 2013
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wealth, and it is slightly higher for younger
than older people. However, using delta
method standard error, accounting for the
fact that an IV probit model is used, the
null hypothesis that prevalence price
elasticity does not vary significantly
between groups cannot be rejected.

4.2 Smoking onset

Table 8 presents the duration estimation
results that show the estimates for the time
that elapses between the risk age of daily
smoking onset and the age of starting. The
results for the split-population model
(Equation 1) use the IV probit daily
prevalence equation presented in column

(2) of Table 6. The duration component of
the model is presented in accelerated
failure time format, and, therefore, the
estimated coefficients can be interpreted
as regression coefficients for the logarithm
of time until failure. For an explanatory
variable expressed in natural logarithm its
coefficient can be interpreted as an
elasticity (see Forster & Jones, 2001). A
positive coefficient indicates that higher
values of the explanatory variable delay the
initiation in smoking.

Column (1) is the baseline model using as
explanatory variables gender (women=1),
wealth quartiles, age, education, and labor
categories. Column (2) is the baseline

Table 8
Split population estimates using real cigarette price index

                                                                          (1) (2) (3)

Real price of  cigarettes (in logs)                    3.5465 3.5503 3.4846
                                                                          [0.85]*** [0.901]*** [0.729]***

Gender (women=1)                                          0.1481 0.1453 0.1657
                                                                          [0.099] [0.102] [0.096]*

Wealth quartiles (base: Q1)                            

Q2                                                                      0.1196 0.1218 0.0817
                                                                          [0.126] [0.13] [0.13]

Q3                                                                      0.1440 0.1349 0.0859
                                                                          [0.129] [0.133] [0.133]

Q4                                                                      0.0123 0.0055 -0.0419
                                                                          [0.168] [0.179] [0.164]

Age categories                                                 YES YES YES

Labor categories                                             YES YES YES

Education categories                                      YES YES YES

Ethnicity/race                                                   NO YES NO

Fixed effects by federative units                    NO NO YES

Intercept                                                           -13.9583 -13.9810 -13.3043
                                                                          [4.433]*** [4.697]*** [3.763]***

Shape                                                                0.3370 0.3369 0.3314
                                                                          [0.02]*** [0.019]*** [0.018]***

Note: Bootstrapped standard errors in brackets. Statistical significance * 10%, ** 5%, and *** 1%.
Source: Authors’ estimations based on PNS 2013
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specification adding ethnicity categories.
Since there are federal and state taxes
affecting cigarette prices, retail prices
differ among the 27 Brazilian states;
column (3) adds to the baseline model
federative unit fixed effects. In all
specifications the price elasticity of delay
of smoking initiation is around 3.5. This
elasticity is statistically significant at the
usual levels, and it suggests that an
increase in cigarette prices of 10 percent
would delay the age of smoking initiation
by 35 percent. This result implies that, at
the mean starting age of 17 years, an
increment of 10 percent in prices would
delay daily smoking initiation by around 2
years and 5 months. This is calculated as

35 percent of the 12 x 7 months after the
person turned 10, at which age it is
assumed that they are at risk of starting to
smoke. The coefficient on the gender
variable is not statistically significant, and
thus indicates that women in this sample
initiate smoking approximately at the
same age as men. The estimation of the
shape parameter of the hazard rate is
positive and statistically less than one,
implying that the smoking hazard rate first
rises with time and then falls
monotonically, as suggested in Figure 1
above. 

Table 9 inquires if changes in cigarette
prices have a different effect on the

Table 9
Split-population estimates using price-gender interactions 

                                                                          (1) (2) (3)

Price-men interaction (in logs)                       3.5341 3.5380 3.4708
                                                                          [0.813]*** [0.876]*** [0.721]***

Price-women interaction (in logs)                  3.5637 3.5671 3.5038
                                                                          [0.822]*** [0.887]*** [0.729]***

Wealth quartiles (base: Q1)                            

Q2                                                                      0.1184 0.1205 0.0804
                                                                          [0.125] [0.13] [0.131]

Q3                                                                      0.1428 0.1335 0.0845
                                                                          [0.126] [0.132] [0.128]

Q4                                                                      0.0117 0.0047 -0.0429
                                                                          [0.165] [0.178] [0.164]

Age categories                                                 YES YES YES

Labor categories                                             YES YES YES

Education categories                                      YES YES YES

Marital status categories                                NO YES NO

Ethnicity/race                                                   NO YES NO

Fixed effects by federative units                    NO NO YES

Intercept                                                           -13.8940 -13.9179 -13.2334
                                                                          [4.231]*** [4.567]*** [3.718]***

Shape                                                                0.0196 0.3367 0.3313
                                                                          [0.019]*** [0.019]*** [0.018]***

Note: Bootstrapped standard errors in brackets. Statistical significance * 10%, ** 5%, and *** 1%.  
Source: Authors’ estimations based on PNS 2013
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smoking initiation of women versus men.
The structure of the table is similar to that
of Table 8; the only difference is that
instead of using the logarithm of the real
price it shows the interaction of this price
variable with gender. As demonstrated in
the table, there are no meaningful
differences between men and women. An
increase of 10 percent in cigarette prices
delays smoking initiation by 35 percent for
both men and women.  

Table 10 shows the results of the split-
population model, where the logarithm of

the cigarette price is interacted with a
dummy variable adopting the value of one
for those individuals in the lowest quartile
of wealth (price-poor interaction). As in
the case of gender, the table shows no
significant difference between an increase
in prices over the smoking initiation of
wealth-poor people and those individuals
located in the non-poor quartiles of wealth.
This means that an increase in prices
affects poor and non-poor people in the
same way.

Table 10
Split-population estimates using price-wealth interactions 

Dependent variable:                                       Specifications

Months after risk age                                      (1) (2) (3)

Price-poor interaction (in logs)                      3.5314 3.7412 3.4666
                                                                          [0.885]*** [1.732]** [0.72]***

Price-not-poor interaction (in logs)               3.5520 3.4108 3.4895
                                                                          [0.822]*** [0.559]*** [0.713]***

Gender (women=1)                                          0.1568 0.1431 0.1719
                                                                          [0.100] [0.094] [0.094]*

Age categories                                                 YES YES YES

Labor categories                                             YES YES YES

Education categories                                      YES YES YES

Marital status categories                                NO YES NO

Ethnicity/race                                                   NO YES NO

Fixed effects by federative units                    NO NO YES

Intercept                                                           0.3375 -0.0587 0.3315
                                                                          [0.020]*** [0.300] [0.018]***

Shape                                                                -13.8621 0.0312 -13.2493
                                                                          [4.554]*** [0.086] [3.673]***

Note: Bootstrapped standard errors in brackets. Statistical significance * 10%, ** 5%, and *** 1%.  
Source: Author’ estimations based on PNS 2013
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5. Discussion

The results in the previous section indicate
that increments in cigarette prices would
reduce daily smoking prevalence and delay
smoking initiation. Therefore, a policy of
increasing excise taxes which would lead to
an increase in prices is an effective strategy
to reduce the prevalence of people who
smoke and would increase the average age
of smoking initiation. In particular, a 10-
percent increase in cigarette prices would
induce a reduction of 2.6 percent in
smoking prevalence and would delay
smoking initiation by almost two and a
half years. Since the data set includes all
individuals who, at the time of the survey
were between 18 and 34 years old, this
finding on smoking initiation applies
mostly to young individuals. 

In Brazil, there are currently four tobacco
taxes charged at the federal level and one
excise tax charged at the state level. The
four federal taxes are: industrialized
products tax (IPI), tax for Social
Integration program financing (PIS), tax
for Social Security financing (COFINS),
and an import duty (II). The only
subnational tax is the Merchandise and
Service Circulation Tax (ICMS), which
varies depending on the state. The general
rule for the industrialized product tax is an
ad-valorem excise tax (for a more detailed
description of the cigarette tax structure
see Ribeiro & Pinto, 2019). The
industrialized product tax is the fiscal
policy instrument that most likely would
induce an increment in cigarette prices
across regions in Brazil. Using this policy
instrument to increase retail prices would
reduce daily smoking by delaying or
dissuading smoking initiation.

This study does not find differences in the
impact of increasing cigarette prices on the
age of starting smoking between men and
women nor a difference between wealth-
poor and non-poor individuals. In all cases
an increment in cigarette prices would

delay the age of smoking initiation,
independent of gender and wealth status.
An increment of 10 percent in retail prices
would delay the smoking initiation age by
almost two and a half years. This evidence
indicates that using excise taxes to induce
increments in prices would be effective to
deter smoking initiation of young people in
Brazil.    

On the other hand, increments in retail
cigarette prices would reduce daily
smoking prevalence regardless of the
income group, the age group, or the gender
of the population considered. An increase
of 10 percent in prices would induce a
reduction in smoking prevalence of around
2.6 percent for individuals between 18 and
24 years of age. 

Some limitations of this study are: (i) a
potential recall error since individuals
have to remember when they started
smoking daily; and (ii) the authors do not
account for price variation across brands,
because the PNS database does not include
questions about the cigarette brand
smoked. Therefore, they do not capture
any potential substitution between cheaper
or illegal brands and more expensive
brands when there is an increment in ad
valorem excise taxes leading to a rise in
cigarette prices. 

6. Conclusion

In this research report the authors
estimate the impact of increasing cigarette
prices on daily smoking prevalence and on
the age of starting smoking in Brazil. A
split-population model is used to specify
daily smoking participation and smoking
onset equations. The authors estimate
these equations to obtain prevalence and
onset price elasticities and to evaluate the
importance of other determinants of
smoking probability and factors affecting
the starting age of daily smoking.  
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The empirical evidence presented suggests
that prices, gender, age, and wealth are
important determinants of daily smoking
prevalence in Brazil. On average, daily
smoking prevalence is lower for women
than men and is negatively associated with
wealth; it is also higher for those
individuals 45 to 64 years of age.  

The addictive nature of tobacco products is
at the center of many health problems, and
adolescence is a key phase in which
addiction may develop. The evidence
presented in this report suggests that
increases in cigarette prices are, on
average, linked to lower prevalence of daily
smoking and a delay in the development of
the habit of daily smoking. Delaying or
reducing smoking at young ages is
expected to improve health outcomes over
the life course. Hence, a policy of
increasing excise taxes with the objective
of increasing cigarette prices could be very
effective to reduce or delay smoking
initiation. 
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Table A1
First step of  random regression price imputation 

                                                                         Price of  20-cigarette pack (in logs)

Gender (women=1)                                                                 0.0173
                                                                                                 (0.017)

Age categories                                                                        

25-44 years old                                                                        -0.0538
                                                                                                 (0.033)

45-64 years old                                                                        -0.1034
                                                                                                 (0.036)***

65 and older                                                                             -0.0670
                                                                                                 (0.050)

Education categories                                                             

Fundamental                                                                            0.1277
                                                                                                 (0.025)***

High school                                                                              0.2256
                                                                                                 (0.023)***

University                                                                                  0.3321
                                                                                                 (0.025)***

Labor categories                                                                    

Unemployed                                                                             -0.1259
                                                                                                 (0.046)***

Out of  labor force                                                                     -0.0405
                                                                                                 (0.024)*

Student                                                                                     -0.1078
                                                                                                 (0.032)***

Monthly income                                                                        0.0000
                                                                                                 (0.000)***

Federative units                                                                      

Acre                                                                                          -0.3427
                                                                                                 (0.076)***

Amazonas                                                                                0.3385
                                                                                                 (0.076)***

Roraima                                                                                    0.3413
                                                                                                 (0.069)***

Pará                                                                                          0.1725
                                                                                                 (0.087)**

Amapá                                                                                      0.3454
                                                                                                 (0.072)***

Tocantins                                                                                  0.1065
                                                                                                 (0.074)

Appendix A
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Table A1
First step of  random regression price imputation (cont.) 

                                                                         Price of  20-cigarette pack (in logs)

Maranhão                                                                                 -0.0771
                                                                                                 (0.087)

Piauí                                                                                         -0.0488
                                                                                                 (0.086)

Ceará                                                                                       -0.0400
                                                                                                 (0.073)

Rio Grande do Norte                                                                -0.0417
                                                                                                 (0.082)

Paraíba                                                                                     0.0085
                                                                                                 (0.095)

Pernambuco                                                                             0.1151
                                                                                                 (0.07)

Alagoas                                                                                    0.0756
                                                                                                 (0.077)

Sergipe                                                                                     0.2242
                                                                                                 (0.086)***

Bahia                                                                                        0.1137
                                                                                                 (0.087)

Minas Gerais                                                                            -0.0013
                                                                                                 (0.073)

Espírito Santo                                                                           0.2344
                                                                                                 (0.07)***

Rio de Janeiro                                                                          0.2327
                                                                                                 (0.066)***

São Paulo                                                                                 0.0044

                                                                                                 (0.067)

Paraná                                                                                      -0.2987
                                                                                                 (0.079)***

Santa Catarina                                                                         0.0053
                                                                                                 (0.074)

Rio Grande do Sul                                                                    0.0692
                                                                                                 (0.067)

Mato Grosso do Sul                                                                 -0.5560
                                                                                                 (0.076)***

Mato Grosso                                                                             -0.1445
                                                                                                 (0.09)

Goiás                                                                                        -0.0180
                                                                                                 (0.073)

Distrito Federal                                                                         0.1856
                                                                                                 (0.069)***
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Table A2
First stage of  the Rivers-Vuong test

                                                                         Price of  20-cigarette pack (in logs)

Instrument for price                                                               1.8337
                                                                                                 (0.938)*

Gender (women=1)                                                                 0.0159
                                                                                                 (0.004)***

Age categories                                                                        

25-44 years old                                                                        -0.0554
                                                                                                 (0.007)***

45-64 years old                                                                        -0.1092
                                                                                                 (0.007)***

65 and older                                                                             -0.0832
                                                                                                 (0.009)***

Education categories                                                             

Fundamental                                                                            0.1230
                                                                                                 (0.006)***

High school                                                                              0.2155
                                                                                                 (0.005)***

University                                                                                  0.3186
                                                                                                 (0.007)***

Labor categories                                                                    

Unemployed                                                                             -0.1015
                                                                                                 (0.011)***

Out of  labor force                                                                     -0.0336
                                                                                                 (0.005)***

Student                                                                                    -0.1028
                                                                                                 (0.007)***

Monthly income                                                                      0.0000
                                                                                                 (0.000)***

Fixed effects by PSU                                                              YES
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